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The first 100 Days after Change
of Power in Ukraine:
Authoritarian Tendencies and
Rapprochement with Russia
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After Viktor Yanukovych's victory in the
Ukrainian presidential elections in February,
the domestic and foreign policies of his new
administration seemed rather indistinct. But
now, 100 days after his taking office, it becomes evident how quickly and forcefully
Yanukovych and a small circle of close confidants have changed Ukrainian domestic
and foreign policy within just a few weeks.
After the presidential inauguration on February 25th, Yanukovych and the Party of
Regions initially focused on the dismissal of
Yulia Tymoshenko and the formation of a
new majority coalition. Yulia Tymoshenko
was ousted on March 3rd by a successful
motion of no-confidence that was passed by

The legalisation of the governing coalition
with "defectors" from other parliamentary
parties has crucially changed Ukraine's political constellation. It has resolved the longrunning previous political gridlock. Under
the existing constitutional order the Party of
Regions would have been forced to form a
coalition with the Nasha Ukraina bloc or the
Tymoshenko bloc and to make compromises. Whereas the coalition with the
Communists, the Lytvyn bloc and individual
defectors from other parliamentary parties
allows Yanukovych to impose his policy
without any compromise.
The decision of the constitutional court is
also characteristic of how the country's
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For the past weeks president, government
and majority coalition have been preoccupied with filling posts. After the formation of
the cabinet, the new coalition has virtually
replaced all top positions in ministries, regional administrations and other public
authorities. Moreover, almost all advisory
institutions and committees that had been
established by president Yushchenko, such
as the Centre for Euro-Atlantic Integration,
have been simply closed down. The government likes to describe itself as a team of
"pragmatic professionals". The cabinet
mainly consists of important sponsors of the
Party of Regions and their deputies who are
now obviously expecting a return on "investment". With 29 ministerial posts the
cabinet is large. The majority of its members are conservatives of Vanukovychs's
party and their allies, among them many
familiar faces from the Kuchma era.
Particularly surprising was the appointment
of Sergiy Tigipko, who had come third in the
presidential election, as new deputy prime
minister in charge of economic affairs. After
playing a lone hand during the presidential
elections Tigipko got involved with the Party
of Regions and is now considered as a candidate for the post of prime minister and
possibly even as Mykola Azarov's successor
as party leader.
Another surprising development since Yanukovych's assumption of office has been the
decreasing influence of the formerly dominant group of Donetsk-based tycoon Rinat

The parliament, too, has lost importance
under the new political constellation. The
pictures of tumult during the plenary session of April 27th with eggs flying towards
the speaker and fisticuffs breaking out
among members of parliament were broadcasted world-wide. The opposition's uproar
expressed mainly anger and despair. Giant
Ukrainian flags were spread over the seats
of the "defectants" in an effort to thwart
their votes in favour of the fleet deal. The
ratificaton of the fleet deal and the passing
of the national budget took only eight minutes. There were no government
declarations, no discussions and no debates
neither about the international agreement
and its extensive implications for the country's long-term geopolitical orientation, nor
about the national budget - the classic privilege of the parliament. President
Yanukovych and prime minister Azarov thus
have revealed the role they assign to the
parliament. They have clearly shifted the
country's political balance in favour of the
president and expect the Verkhovna Rada to
just sign-off their politics.
Already in February the new majority in
parliament suspended local elections that
had been scheduled for May 30th 2010. So
far no new date for the elections has been
fixed. The government coalition is anxious
not to provide a platform to opposition parties and particularly the numerous new
parties and groups, and also to avoid losses
in their own ranks. There is discussion in
Kyiv now that the local elections might take
place in October 2010, but only after a
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The new administration exerts pressure
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Since the presidential elections, the Ukrainian opposition has appeared to be rather
planless, divided and obiviously surprised by
the pace of change. The protests against
the constitutional coup regarding coalition
building and against the entirely surprising
fleet deal appeared to be unorganised, frayed and erratic. Apparently, the former
president Yulia Tymoshenko lacks her previous power and charisma to unite the
opposition behind her. The other opposition
parties of Yatseniuk, Yushchenko, Kyrylenko, Hrytsenko and others remain divided
and uncoordinated. In addition, the formation of a coalition on an individual basis

ism and balanced reporting.
Even political protest, which since the Orange Revolution had taken place in Kyiv
almost daily, is facing restrictions. The remark of Ukraine's interior minister Mohylov
that the opposition "may meet in a free place outside Kyiv and hold its meetings" is
also a statement about the concept of democracy and the cynicism of some
representatives of the new government.
The government tries to stabilise the
national budget through gas discounts
and the fleet deal

further undermines the opposition. The
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The additional gas contracts and the fleet
deal marked the beginning of a whole series
of agreements between Ukraine and Russia.
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manage.
After 100 days of the new Ukrainian govHow to handle Ukraine?
Both the harsher rhetorics of domestic politics and the gas and naval agreements in
connection with a rapprochement with Russia had been expected after the presidential
elections – independent of their outcome.
Yet the pace and extent of internal and external changes have come as a surprise. It
appears that Yanukovych and a small group
close to Firtash, Lovochkin and others are
swiftly and determinedly executing a plan
supposed to meet the corporate interests of
the Party of Region's main sponsors and to
secure their power in Ukraine on a longterm basis. The well-organised and disciplined Party of Regions is facing a
fragmented and unorganised opposition and
meets with only little resistance - neither in
matters of domestic nor foreign affairs.
Ukraine's Western partners were puzzled,
too, by the arrangements with Russia. None
of the agreements had been discussed with
or at least announced to the European partners. So far, there has been no reaction
from the European Union to either the internal or the external changes in the
Ukrainian course. For Ukraine the natural
next step after Medvedev's visit to Kyiv and
the ratification of agreements with Russia,
would be to turn towards Europe for further
political and economic profits. The European
Union has to decide whether it wants to engage in this "sequential", multivectoral
foreign policy of Ukraine.
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) remains the most important tool of influence
for Ukraine's Western partners. Due to the

ernment the time seems right for the
European Union and for Germany and its
foreign policy to give up the wait-and-see
policy in favour of a rather pro-active political strategy. So far, the European Union has
been merely observing Ukraine's rapid internal and external development of the first
100 days. On the one hand, the EU seems
to be prepared to drop the Ukrainian democratic standards it had praised until a few
months ago for the benefit of an alleged internal stabilisation; on the other hand, it
looks as if others have taken the helm in its
Eastern neighbourhood.

